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ABSTRACT
The incidence of stone disease has increased significantly in the past 30 years, with a reported prevalence of 11% of the U.S. population in 2022, up from 9% in 2012 and 5.2% in 1994.¹ While prevention is a vital aspect of management, many patients present with symptomatic urolithiasis requiring surgical management. Emerging advances in endoscopy and technology has led to a dynamic shift in the surgical management of stone disease. This paper will serve as a comprehensive review to inform urologic and non-urologic medical professionals alike, as well as the layperson, on the surgical treatment of nephrolithiasis, starting from the initial evaluation, laboratory and radiographic studies, and various surgical options. Additionally, the nuances of managing the pediatric and pregnant patient with nephrolithiasis will be explored. Using the most up-to-date urologic data, our aim is to provide a comprehensive resource for readers who interact with patients experiencing acute episodes of urolithiasis.
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INTRODUCTION
According to a 2012 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) report, it is estimated that 19% of men and 9% of women will be diagnosed with a kidney stone by the age of 70.² This sharp increase in prevalence also reflects a nearly 50% increase in economic burden since 1994.³ Given the rising incidence and costs, it is imperative for all clinicians to understand the presentation, evaluation, and treatment modalities for these patients. Kidney stones may be asymptomatic and incidentally found on imaging. However, they can also present with pain, obstruction, and infection.

Treating stones depends on many factors but most notably stone size and location. On average, asymptomatic stones <5mm have a 75% chance of spontaneous passage regardless of ureteral location. This rate decreases as stones increase in size and present more proximally.⁴ In a select patient population not requiring emergent intervention, medical expulsion therapy (MET) can assist the passage process, allowing faster expulsion and fewer symptoms.⁵ In contrast to these conservative treatment options, patients may also require surgical intervention in the form of extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy (SWL), ureteroscopy, and percutaneous nephrolithotomy for stones not amenable to passage due to size and location. In addition, patients who present with acute obstruction, urinary tract infection, and sepsis – a true urologic emergency – may require urgent ureteral stent or nephrostomy tube placement for collecting system decompression.⁶

Kidney stones classically present with intermittent pain that radiates to the groin or lower abdomen. Patients may also experience dysuria, hematuria, odorous urine, frequency, nausea and vomiting, and fevers and chills.⁷ When suspecting a stone, initial testing should include a thorough history and physical to assess for risk factors and history of stones, vitals, complete blood count (CBC), basic metabolic panel (BMP), and urinalysis. In addition, patients should have a non-contrast CT scan to evaluate for stones and hydronephrosis. If there is an obstructing stone, with concern for urosepsis or UTI, patients should be emergently taken to the OR for decompression via stent or nephrostomy tube placement and urine cultures should be sent. In addition, patients should be immediately started on broad spectrum intravenous antibiotics until urine cultures and antibiotic sensitivities result. The urgency of immediate intervention cannot be overstated as patients can acutely decompensate. According to Borofsky et al, patients not treated with surgical intervention had a 19% mortality rate, more than twice that of patients with decompression, necessitating immediate surgery.⁸ Definitive stone removal should be delayed until patients clear the infection with a full course of antibiotics as manipulation may cause further systemic effects.⁹

Follow-up after surgical decompression varies by clinical experience and patient characteristics. However, the length of time to maintain an indwelling stent and the duration of antibiotics remains up for debate. One study by Shi et al showed that there was no significant difference in post-operative complication related to UTIs after seven days of an indwelling stent. Similarly, Orr et al concluded that the time between decompression and definitive stone treatment and the length of antibiotic treatment did not impact rates of postoperative urosepsis.¹⁰ Reducing treatment duration will not only improve the rates of stent colic but also decrease...
the risk of antibiotic resistance in patients with prolonged stent and antibiotic treatment.

If there is a low degree of suspicion for obstruction or infection and depending on the size and location of the stone, patients can initially be managed with conservative measures. Patients with uncomplicated ureteral stones ≤10mm can be observed for spontaneous passage. If stones are more distal, patients can be prescribed MET to aid the passage process. Tamsulosin is the most well studied alpha-blocker that improves expulsion rates and renal colic, there is still a dearth of information regarding other modalities such as calcium channel blockers, phosphodiesterase-5 [PDE-5] inhibitors, and corticosteroids. According to America Urologic Association guidelines, if spontaneous expulsion with or without MET is not successful after four to six weeks, patients may opt for surgical intervention. However, clinicians may wish to reimage patients to ensure the stone has not already passed to avoid unnecessary intervention. Overall, SWL is a safe and non-invasive method for treating ureteral and kidney stones; however, due to lower median stone-free rates as compared to ureteroscopy, it is not always favored.

Ureroscopy (URS)
URS uses a rigid or flexible scope to visualize the inside of the ureter and renal collecting system. Normal saline irrigation, often pressurized, is used throughout ureteroscopy to dilate the ureters and improve visibility. URS is most commonly performed for stone treatment but can also be employed for obtaining biopsies, excising, or ablating abnormal tissue, making it an especially useful procedure when investigating unclear imaging findings. Once a stone is located, a laser is used to break the stone into fragments that are then removed with a grasper, all through a working channel within the scope itself, or fragmented to dust that can passively exit through the urinary tract. While laser lithotripsy has become increasingly precise with technological advancement, the process of stone extraction creates potential for ureteral trauma. Though shock-wave lithotripsy has the lowest complication rate and least morbidity, URS has the highest stone-free rate, and it is considered first line therapy for mid or distal ureteral stones. URS is considered a treatment option for intrarenal stones when the total non-lower pole renal stone burden is ≤20 mm. Accessing the lower pole of the kidney with a ureteroscope can be challenging due to the sharp angle between the lower pole and renal pelvis, but flexible ureteroscopes can also be used for treatment of lower pole renal stones in symptomatic patients whose lower pole stone burden is ≤10 mm in size.

While some treatment options such as SWL require fluoroscopy for stone localization, URS allows for intracorporeal visualization. This makes URS and intracorporeal lithotripsy an effective treatment modality regardless of stone composition and radiolucency. Patients on anticoagulation or at high risk of bleeding require special surgical precautions, and URS should be first line for stone treatment in these patients due to the minimally invasive nature of the procedure. With URS, there is no need for incising tissue, and the procedure can often be performed with limited trauma to the kidneys and ureters.

Though life threatening complications are rare, URS complications can be serious when they do occur. Ureteral avulsion is a rare but devastating complication, with a reported incidence between 0.04 and 0.9%. It is thought to most commonly be a consequence of excessive force on the ureter while trying to extract stones that have not been adequately broken into smaller fragments. Ureteral wall injury is a much more common complication with some studies reporting superficial mucosal lesions after URS in up to 39.9% of patients and deep mucosal lesions in 17.6%. There is also risk of creating a false passage or mucosal perforation during URS, and perforations have been estimated to occur in 0.3 to

**Surgical Treatment of Ureteral and Renal Stones in Adults**

**Shockwave Lithotripsy (SWL)**
Extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy [SWL] is a non-invasive method for treating nephrolithiasis. Originally introduced in 1959, SWL uses precisely targeted ultrasonic sound waves to help disintegrate stones. The latest technology utilizes electromagnetic energy to help reduce rates of retreatment. SWL can be offered for patients who decline ureteroscopy and can be utilized in patients with total kidney stone burden ≤20 mm and ≤10 mm lower pole stone burden. Contraindications to SWL are total stone burden >20mm, lower pole stone burden >10mm, pregnancy, and anatomic or functional obstruction of the ureter or distal collecting system, as well as cystine or uric acid stones due to harder stone composition.

Ureteroscopy (URS) and SWL are the two most utilized methods for treating ureteral kidney stones with both showing similar rates of post-intervention infection, ureteral strictures or avulsion. URS, however, has a higher risk of ureteral avulsion due to the invasive nature of the intervention. Overall, comparative analyses have shown a lower risk of complication for SWL as compared to URS (RR 0.53, 95% CI 0.33–0.88, p <0.01). Patients, however, should be counseled that treatment of ureteral stones with SWL carries a lower median stone free rate in a single procedures as compared to ureteral stones treated with URS (67% vs. 85%) while treatment of lower pole stone burden <10mm carries a comparable median stone free rate. Most recent guidelines suggest URS should be offered as a first-line procedure; however, SWL is an acceptable alternative in properly selected patients. Specific risks of SWL that patients should be counseled on include hematuria, infection, ureteral stricture, and steinstrasse, or a lining of stone fragments in the ureter.
7.4% of ureteroscopic procedures. Using the smallest possible instruments and ensuring good visualization throughout the procedure can help to minimize ureteral injury.

**Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy (PCNL)**

During PCNL, a percutaneous tract is created from the patient’s flank to access the kidney, generally via fluoroscopic needle localization into a targeted calyx. This can be done at the time of surgery by the urologist, or prior to surgery by an interventional radiologist where the patient is left with a percutaneous nephrostomy. That tract is then dilated and traversed with a working sheath through which instruments such as rigid nephroscopes are then passed directly into the collecting system to treat large volume stones. Flexible antegrade URS can also be performed through these sites. During PCNL, normal saline is also used as irrigation fluid, and it is considered best practice to visualize the entire kidney internally with a flexible nephroscope.

PCNL is considered first-line therapy for symptomatic patients with a total renal stone burden >20mm. In cases of lower pole stones >10mm in size, PCNL has been shown to have the highest stone-free rate. When patients have failed management attempts with shock-wave lithotripsy and/or URS with laser stone treatment, PCNL is often the least invasive next step in management. Since the late 1997, mini-PCNL has been another tool available to surgeons. The mini PCNL uses a smaller sheath, and it has been shown to cause less tissue trauma during the percutaneous approach with a similar stone free rate to traditional PCNL. Though the overall complication rates of mini-PCNL and PCNL have not been shown to be significantly different, mini-PCNL has demonstrated lower hemoglobin drop and shortened hospital stay.

Although PCNL is a highly effective procedure, there is higher morbidity due to tissue trauma and increased risk of bleeding. Additionally, obese or morbidly obese patients with large skin-to-stone distances as typically measured on pre-operative CT are not ideal candidates for PCNL due to technical restraints. The most common complication of PCNL is bleeding, sometimes requiring blood transfusion postoperatively. It has been estimates that 7% of patients require postoperative blood transfusion, and bleeding is often not fully discovered until completion of the procedure due to the tamponade effects of the nephrostomy sheath. Due to the high risk of bleeding, PCNL may not be a feasible treatment option for patients at high risk of bleeding or those who are unable to discontinue anticoagulation prior to surgery.

With an incidence rate of 10.8%, postoperative fever is another common complication of PCNL. For patients with sterile urine preoperatively, development of postoperative fever has been linked with operative time and amount of irrigation fluid used during the procedure. Prior to all urologic procedures, patients with bacteriuria should be identified and properly treated with antibiotics. Adequate management of preoperative bacteriuria has led to increasingly rare cases of urosepsis after PCNL. In addition to preoperative bacteriuria, renal anatomic abnormalities, neurogenic bladder, and long operative times, and high intrarenal pressure during the procedure have been identified as additional urosepsis risk factors. Injury to surrounding organs is always a risk of surgery, and sheath placement while gaining renal access is the highest risk portion of PCNL for damage to surrounding structures. Subcostal access has much lower risk of pleural injury than supracostal access, with hydrothorax being reported at 1.4% and 15.3% respectively. PCNL in itself is a form of pelvicalyceal rupture, and small tears in the collecting system are common during lithotripsy. Pelvicalyceal tears often heal uneventfully and do not cause problems when drained adequately. Injury to the collecting system during PCNL has been reported at up to 5.2%, and urinoma formation is much more rare at 0.2%. Nephrostomy tubes are often placed at the time of PCNL to ensure continued urine drainage and preserve kidney function but are considered optional in cases of uncomplicated and relatively atraumatic PCNL.

**SPECIAL POPULATIONS**

**Pediatric**

There is an increasing incidence of kidney stones in pediatric populations, and more research is needed into stone treatment in this population. A review of national database of pediatric nephrolithiasis found that of over 28,000 pediatric patients with stones, only about 2.5% underwent surgical treatment. Management of kidney stones in children has similar principles to stone management in adults but there are a few special considerations. As described above, CT scan is considered the gold standard for diagnosis; however, to limit radiation in the pediatric population, ultrasonography can also be utilized. CT imaging provides the clinician with important information on the internal kidney anatomy, stone burden, and location of surrounding organ structures. Children also should be queried for a personal or family history of kidney stones so evaluation for a metabolic disorder can be performed. Children with asymptomatic and non-obstructing kidney stones may undergo active surveillance with routine ultrasonography. Children with uncomplicated ureteral stones <10mm can be offered observation or medical expulsion therapy. Patients who fail to pass their ureteral stone can be offered treatment including URS or ESWL. Patients with kidney stone burden ≤20mm can also be offered SWL or URS as first-line therapy and in patients with >20mm stone burden, PCNL or SWL may be offered for treatment. A recent study of trends in treatment modality for pediatric kidney stones showed that SWL was the most commonly utilized modality (about 66% of patients). URS increased in frequency to about 31% of cases and PCNL showed a decreasing frequency of use.
Pregnant patients

Pregnant patients are another population that require special consideration when treating nephrolithiasis, and the care and treatment of pregnant patients should always be approached collaboratively with the obstetrician. Symptomatic nephrolithiasis occurs in less than 1% of pregnancies and the presence of a kidney stone requires a multidisciplinary team during evaluation and treatment. In patients with clinical suspicion for kidney stone, renal bladder ultrasound (RBUS) is the initial diagnostic modality which can be followed by non-contrast CT when US is non-diagnostic. Many patients can be managed non-operatively; however, patients who present with a septic, obstructing kidney stone require urinary diversion with ureteral stent or percutaneous nephrostomy. Patients with well-controlled symptoms can be offered observation as a first-line therapy. For patients who fail observation and have intolerable symptoms, URS may be offered for more definitive treatment. These decisions should be made in collaboration with the patient’s obstetrician to ensure safety for both the mother and baby.

CONCLUSION

The incidence of stone disease has increased significantly in the past 30 years with a large proportion presenting in the acute phase of the condition requiring surgical management. Emerging advances in endoscopy and technology has led to a dynamic shift in the surgical management of stone disease, with options across levels in invasiveness from SWL to URS to PCNL, with new developments ongoing that will continue to improve technical efficacy and patient outcomes.
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